
PROJECT ON VAT

A value-added tax (VAT), known in some countries as a goods and services tax ( GST), is a type .. This law was initially
scheduled to operate with an automated administration from 1 July , however the project has now been extended for .

They are in the process of installing a state-wide networked IT system to computerise entire tax administration
and hope to provide online service to the dealers in due course. To illustrate the whole procedure of VAT, an
example is as follows: At the first point of sale, the value of goods is Rs. This will ensure By doing this www.
Slows economic growth and destroy jobs A VAT undermines economic growth in two ways. But taxation, for
Say, is not merely a zero-sum game. However, if a dealer wishes to avail the benefits of being a registered
dealer, then they may apply for voluntary registration by paying a fee of Rs. A broad-based sales tax would
almost certainly distort economic choices less than the income tax does. If the tax credit exceeds the tax
collected during a month on sale within the state, the excess credit will be carried forward to the next month.
Under the VAT system, the retailers are not subject to tax except for the retail tax. Supplies subject to the
zero-rate are still "taxable supplies," in other words, they have VAT charged on them. First, it reduces
incentives to engage in productive behavior by driving a larger wedge between pre-tax income and post-tax
consumption. Single point sales tax had a number of disadvantages, primarily that of double taxation. That is,
more is lost due to supply and demand shifts than is gained in tax revenue. Records and Accounts. The main
difference is the extra accounting required by those in the middle of the supply chain; this disadvantage of
VAT is balanced by application of the same tax to each member of the production chain regardless of its
position in it and the position of its customers, reducing the effort required to check and certify their status.
Thus the concept of zero VAT rate on some items has been introduced. On 1st April , VAT replaced the single
point sales tax. A sales tax, other things being equal, seems to be both simpler, less distorting of resources, and
enormously less bureaucratic than the VAT. The key distinction is that VATs are collected at each stage of
production, whereas retail sales taxes are collected only at point of final sale. As it is, the state.


